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Users have incorporated PAF in their
daily analysis routine using Cluster and
PoD modes on computing infrastruc
tures at IFCA and Univ. Oviedo.

New pilot service for PAF users at
IFCA on test phase:

Integrating Proof Analysis
in Cloud and Batch Clusters

PROOF1 enables interactive analysis of large
datasets taking profit of parallel execution on
clusters or manycore machines. The Proof
Analysis Framework2 (PAF) provides a user
friendly environment to run analysis by
automatically managing the PROOF resources
and by providing typical objects and macros
that simplify the development of the analysis
code.
Instead of using dedicated multicore machines
configured to run the PROOF daemons, PAF is
able to adapt to the dynamic nature of
interactive usage by automatically deploying
the PROOF services on top of the available
resources in a transparent way for the user.
This work presents the backend of PAF that
manages the resource allocation and the
PROOF services deployment.
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PAF on Real CMS Data
Performance of an analysis on real
LHC collisions (CMS top physics
group) with two different datasets:

Scalability limited by the filesystem
performace (I/O bounded analysis):

Users are satisfied with the time
reduction of their executions, that
allows them to analyze big amounts of
data in a few minutes.
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PAF jobs limited to 2 hours
 enables use of backfilling
 avoids starvation and abuses

Range based slots allocation
 adapts to cluster load
 fair use of resources

Suspension of batch jobs
 PAF sessions available during

high load periods of the cluster
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